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a b s t r a c t
The effect of residual inorganic elements on the local plastic deformation behaviour of two different copper ﬁlms
was investigated. It was found that a ﬁlm containing inorganic elements in the ppm range, has a distinctively
higher hardness at twin boundaries and high angle grain boundaries compared to the grain interior. An almost
pure copper ﬁlm shows no distinct difference regarding the plastic deformation compared to the same
microstructural features. The results suggest that such residual elements form hard boundaries, leading to higher
hardness on a local microstructural level. Moreover, the inﬂuence of the local topography was demonstrated. The
use of atomic force microscopy before and after indentation illustrated that signiﬁcant errors in the determination of hardness occurs when the local surface topography matches the dimensions of the indenter tip. This
was further conﬁrmed by the quantitative comparison of the elastic properties of the loading and unloading
segments of the corresponding load-depth curves using Hertzian contact mechanics and the Oliver-Pharr
method. It is demonstrated that the measured hardness values can be directly correlated to local microstructural
and topographical features.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In modern material science, great interest lies in the improvement of
the mechanical properties of materials by modifying the initial
microstructure. Especially in the microelectronics industry, the need
for customized metallization layers is of great interest, satisfying the requests for high strength or microstructural stability at elevated temperatures. Copper metallizations and interconnects represent one of the
key material components used in microelectronic devices. Lower
cross-sectional areas, high current densities, withstanding large thermal
stresses, and the on-going reduction of the volume to surface ratio are
only a few challenges of copper metallization layers [1–4]. Therefore, a
detailed understanding of the inﬂuence of the microstructure on the
thermo-mechanical fatigue behaviour is needed to improve future copper metallizations with respect to product requirements and reliability
during operational lifetime.
Strengthening mechanisms, such as the Hall-Petch effect, show that
the grain size plays a key role in the enhancement of mechanical
properties of bulk materials [5,6]. Such effects can also be obtained for
metallic thin ﬁlms. Thereby, electrodeposited copper (Cu) showed a
tensile strength about ten times higher than that of conventional
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(bulk) Cu while retaining bulk electrical conductivity comparable to
that of pure Cu [7]. The high strength is explained by the sub-micron
grain size and the dense network of coherent twin boundaries serving
as an effective blockade to dislocations. At the same time, such coherent
twin boundaries have an extremely low resistivity compared to other
interfaces such as high angle grain boundaries (HAGB) (misorientation
θ ≥ 15°). It should be clear that mechanical properties are speciﬁcally altered via grain boundary engineering through grain reﬁnement or the
generation of a high fraction of twin boundaries. Both the grain size
and presence of twins can be easily modiﬁed in copper thin ﬁlms
since grain size is strongly inﬂuenced by the deposition parameters
and the low stacking fault energy (SFE) promotes twin formation [8].
Furthermore, impurities incorporated through the deposition process
can strongly alter interfacial energies and the subsequent material behaviour such as fatigue and electromigration [9]. It becomes clear that
for such microstructures, grain boundaries become the dominant component which determines the initial mechanical properties and fatigue
behaviour. Hence, investigation of speciﬁc grain boundaries with respect to mechanical forces on the micro-scale is necessary to predict
the overall microstructural behaviour and basic information with
regards to plastic deformation.
Nanoindentation is widely used to determine mechanical properties,
such as elastic modulus and hardness, of bulk and thin ﬁlm materials
[10]. Previous works used this method to examine changes of mechanical properties with respect to local variation of chemical composition
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and microstructure [11–14]. For such localized investigations very low
penetration depths in the nm range are used, which are sometimes
below the measured surface roughness, raising the question of the
validity of the indentation results [15]. Even though several papers
[16–27] have examined the inﬂuence of surface roughness on the
determination of mechanical properties, none of those studies experimentally addressed the local contact problem in a qualitative and
quantitative manner as will be demonstrated in this work.
In a recent study the thermo-mechanical fatigue behaviour of two
different copper ﬁlms with respect to their impurity content originating
from electrodeposition were investigated [28]. The almost impurity free
Cu ﬁlm showed pronounced grain growth, twin boundary migration,
severe surface roughening and energy minimizing texture changes.
The impurity containing Cu ﬁlm revealed marginal grain growth
coupled with insigniﬁcant twin boundary movement, a constrained
roughness evolution and almost no texture change. This indicates
that even a small amount of impurity elements strongly alters the microstructural evolution with respect to HAGB or twin boundaries.
Therefore, the quantiﬁcation of the mechanical response of speciﬁc
grain boundaries with respect to impurity levels is needed. In this
work, results are presented on the comparison of the global and local
deformation behaviour of two different ﬁlm systems as well as speciﬁc
grain boundaries with respect to the impurity content using nanoindentation. Furthermore, the challenge regarding determination of mechanical properties on a microstructural level is shown by the effect of the
local contact situation (surface roughness and grain boundary grooves).
Using indent-speciﬁc AFM imaging before and after indentation enables
the veriﬁcation of the inﬂuence of the local topography. These observations are combined with the corresponding load-displacement curves
and the grain boundary character determined from EBSD images to
ﬁnally evaluate the role of impurities in copper ﬁlms.

fused silica as the calibration material (E = 72 GPa). For the nanoindentation experiments linear loading was applied to the prescribed
maximum load, held for 15 s, and unloaded within 2 s, minimizing the
inﬂuence of thermal drift on specimens sized 8 × 8 mm cut from the
wafers. For global indentation experiments 25 indents were made
using a loading rate of 1000 μN/s and a maximum load of 12 mN. The
local microstructural investigations were carried out using 16 indents
with a loading rate of 250 μN/s and a maximum load of 1 mN. Prior to
performing the nanoindentation experiments, the specimens were
cleaned with acetic acid at 35 °C for about 2 min to selectively etch
the potentially formed copper oxide [34], and were mounted on a
magnetic iron platelet using a resin. In order to use the correct machine
compliance with respect to the mechanical testing, ﬁve bare silicon
substrates (8 × 8 mm) were mounted the same way as mentioned
above. Thereby, machine compliance was varied until determination
of the elastic unloading curve resulted in the reduced modulus of silicon.
The determined machine compliance, which was used for the entire
experimental data sets, was 1.5 nm/mN.
Roughness determination and surface topography imaging was performed with the above mentioned AFM using tapping mode. For the
roughness determination 512 × 512 pixels scans of 50 × 50 μm2 were
acquired, while imaging of the indents (before and after) was made
with areas of 30 × 30 μm2. Post processing was performed using the
Gwyddion 2.36 software [35]. In order to identify the microstructural
boundaries and orientations of each indent, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was performed with a step size of 30 nm. The EBSD system
consists of an EDAX Digiview Camera attached to a LEO 1525 (Zeiss Inc.,
Oberkochen, Germany) scanning electron microscope. The TSL Analysis
software was used for EBSD image processing. For the presented inverse
pole ﬁgure (IPF) images, overlaid with the image quality (IQ), a conﬁdence index clean-up with a threshold value of 0.07 was performed.

2. Experimental

3. Results

For all experimental investigations two different 5 μm thick copper
ﬁlms were used. Both ﬁlm system were prepared by electrochemical
deposition and sputtering, which is the current state of the art process
for wafer metallization [29]. Prior to electrodeposition, a thin
tungsten-based adhesion layer was sputtered on a 725 μm thick silicon
wafer of (100) orientation, followed by sputtering of a 300 nm Cu ﬁlm
seed layer. After seed layer deposition, electrochemical deposition was
utilized to create the ﬁnal 5 μm thick ﬁlm. This allows an artefact-free investigation of hardness and elastic modulus for low penetration depths
(maximum depth: 3% of ﬁlm thickness), as experimentally shown by
Saha and Nix [30]. To experimentally simulate the common problem
of incorporated inorganic species (e.g. Sulphur (S), Carbon (C) and
Chlorine (Cl)) the deposition process was designed to result in different
impurity levels by the variation of the additive contents. Film A resulted
in a high remaining inorganic impurity content (≤100 at.% ppm), while
Film B is an almost impurity-free pure copper ﬁlm [31]. After electrochemical ﬁlm deposition, both ﬁlms were subjected to a 30 min heat
treatment at 400 °C in inert atmosphere (forming gas) to guarantee a
room temperature stable polycrystalline microstructure. Furthermore,
the annealing step reduces microstructural defects generated during
the ﬁlm growth which imparts a microstructure with a low dislocation
density, suitable for studying pop-in events at low strain rates [32].
Nanoindentation experiments were performed using a Hysitron
Triboscope (Hysitron, Minneapolis, USA) in load control mode, an
add-on instrument mounted on the scanner unit of a Dimension
D3100 (Bruker Inc., Billerica, USA) atomic force microscope (AFM),
which was used for AFM image acquisition. Data acquisition and analysis were done using the Triboscope 4.1.0 software package. All indents
were performed using a blunt Berkovich tip (R ~900 nm) where hardness and reduced modulus were calculated using the method of Oliver
and Pharr [33]. The area function (dependence of the indenter contact
area on the contact depth) was determined prior to indentation using

The distinct differences observed in the crystallographic and surface
scans of the same area between Film A and B are highlighted in Fig. 1.
For improved illustration HAGB (white lines), primary twin boundaries
(∑3, black lines), and secondary twin boundaries (∑9, grey lines) are
highlighted in the IPF-IQ images. The IPF standard colour triangle, used
for every EBSD image, is displayed in Fig. 3d. It can be seen that both
ﬁlms exhibit a similar microstructure with no texture differences,
except for the fact that Film A (Fig. 1a) has a slightly higher fraction of
twins than Film B (Fig. 1c). This is supported by evaluation of a larger
scan area (150 × 150 μm) where Film A has a grain size of 2.8 ±
0.9 μm and Film B 3.2 ± 1.1 μm, including ∑3 boundaries.
The determined elastic moduli using EBSD scan data (Film A: 110 ±
31 GPa; Film B: 112 ± 30 GPa) indicate that in both samples a very similar, texture-less polycrystalline copper material was deposited. As a
comparison an artiﬁcial copper-EBSD ﬁle simulating a random texture
resulted in an average elastic modulus of about 109 GPa. In the EBSD
and AFM images in Fig. 1, the three most common boundary types
are highlighted. Boundary 1 displays a random HAGB. In both
samples, this particular interface results in a deﬁned grooved boundary
between neighbouring grains, displayed by the AFM images (Fig. 1b, d).
Boundary 2, highlighting a primary twin (∑ 3) generates a deﬁned
groove-like substructure similar to the HAGB in Film A. For Film B
(Fig. 1c, d) a similar correlation was not observed. Rather, primary
twins (black lines) do not show any distinct morphological feature in
the AFM image. Boundary 3 illustrates a secondary twin (∑9) which
exhibits grooving in both ﬁlms. Further investigation will not include
the particular deformation behaviour of secondary twins due to the
fact that secondary twins are a seldom feature in both ﬁlms (Fig. 1a,
c). Regarding the surface roughness, Film A has a root mean square
(RMS) surface roughness of ~ 17 nm and Film B reaches a value of
~60 nm. Film A has a very smooth inner grain surface where height differences only appear in the form of grooves at HAGB and twin
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Fig. 1. Initial microstructure of Film A (a) and Film B (c) illustrated by IPF-IQ images, matching the same area of surface topography for Film A (b) and Film B (d). Interfaces such as HAGB
(1), primary twins (2) and secondary twins (3) are highlighted. Furthermore, topographical features are highlighted using circles and the approximate residual indent contact areas are
shown for Film B (d). Scale bar in (a) is valid for all images.

boundaries (circular feature, Fig. 1b). On the contrary, Film B has a very
wavy and rough surface with strong local variation of surface curvatures
and craters (indicated by circles). These distinct differences in the surface morphologies become even more important when looking at the
two triangular shapes in Fig. 1d which illustrate the approximate remaining indent contact areas of the performed indentation experiments. One can anticipate that the local topography can cause

problems in the determination of site speciﬁc properties, e.g. when indenting into the craters.
Furthermore, it should be indicated that for indentation experiments
performed with a high load of 12 mN (Fig. 2a), the plastically inﬂuenced
area is signiﬁcantly larger compared to the indentation experiments
performed with a maximum load of 1 mN. This means that indentation
measurements performed with the high load will measure the global

Fig. 2. Global hardness results of Film A and Film B (b) with corresponding load-displacement curves (a) are shown on the left-hand side. On the right-hand side local hardness results of
Film A and Film B (d) and corresponding load-displacement curves (c) are illustrated.
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deformation behaviour because it involves a representative microstructural area and the low load indents sample the local grain boundary behaviour. Fig. 2b shows the hardness for the global indentation
experiments. The 25 indents for each sample resulted in an average
hardness of 1.08 ± 0.04 GPa for Film A and 0.89 ± 0.11GPa for Film B.
Compared to Film B, Film A has a 21% higher hardness, a distinct difference in the mechanical properties.
In addition, it can be seen that for the experimental variance Film A
has an almost three times smaller standard deviation (indicated by
error bars) than Film B. The experimental variance becomes evident
when the corresponding load-displacement curves are compared. All
load-displacement curves (Fig. 2a) lie within a small range for the
smooth Film A, but Film B has a greater scatter. Besides the scattering,
the load-displacement curves conﬁrm a systematic difference in hardness because the two data sets are distinctively separated with respect
to the ﬁnal indentation depth. To understand the difference in the
plastic deformation behaviour and to cancel out any effect of grain
size (effect of Taylor hardening as a dependence of grain size), indentation experiments were performed at the local microstructural level.
Fig. 2d displays the hardness for the 1 mN indentation experiments
using a maximum load of 1 mN. Film A resulted in an average hardness
of 1.58 ± 0.16 GPa and 1.26 ± 0.23 GPa for Film B. Similar to the high
load indentation results, Film A reveals a 25% higher hardness compared
to Film B. The reason that local hardness results are signiﬁcantly higher
than the global hardness is due to the well-known indentation size effect [36,37]. At the same time the standard deviation of the hardness
of Film A increased by a factor of four which can be attributed to the localized situation of each particular indent. In the case of Film B only an
increase of a factor of two for the standard deviation was observed.
When looking at the corresponding load-displacement curves (Fig. 2c)
one can see that on the local scale there is an overall difference between
the indents in Film A and B, although the general trend remains the
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same. Two exemplary indents are shown in Fig. 3 with high resolution
EBSD scans taken of each indent illustrating the crystallographic situation of Film A (Fig. 3a) and Film B (Fig. 3b) after indenting at a HAGB.
The hardness for the indent in Film A was 1.37 GPa, the indent in Film
B resulted in a hardness value of 0.94 GPa. This presumes that in Film
A the plastic deformation behaviour distinctively deviates from that
found in Film B. The load-displacement curves (Fig. 3c) conﬁrm this
with the initial elastic loading followed by a rapid excursion in depth
at constant load (pop-in), indicating the onset of plastic deformation.
Since further loading follows a geometrically necessary loaddisplacement curve, which is dependent on the particular ﬂow stress
of the material [32], the example in Fig. 3 indicates that Film A and B reveal different local plastic deformation behaviour. After the pop-in
event, Film B shows a signiﬁcantly ﬂatter loading curve than Film A,
resulting in the lower hardness value.
To make any appropriate conclusions regarding the differences in
the local deformation behaviour further information is needed since it
is not clear where the strengthening in Film A compared to Film B originates. EBSD images alone cannot provide detailed information about
the exact position of the indent (see Fig. 3a,b). Experimental errors
due to the local surface topography (grain boundary grooves and
roughness) cannot be evaluated with the crystallographic information.
Therefore, another set of indents (16 indents of each ﬁlm material)
was performed to determine the local deformation behaviour with
respect to boundaries and topography, where additional AFM images
were acquired before and after the indentation experiments. Such
topography imaging before and after indentation also allows for the
explanation of the large scatter observed in the load-displacement
curves of Film B illustrated in Fig. 2.
Insights into such experimental errors and the demand for the
critical analysis of the load-displacement curves using AFM-supported
topography information are shown in Fig. 4. Two distinct experimental

Fig. 3. High resolution EBSD images (IPF-IQ) of Film A (a) and Film B (b) after local indentation at HAGB. The corresponding load-displacement curves illustrate the difference in
plastic deformation. IPF colour code (d) is applicable for all EBSD images.
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Fig. 4. Load-displacement curves (a) of situations where localized contact problems between indenter tip and surface led to erroneously determined contact areas. The initial elastic
loading of the indents is described with Hertzian contact mechanics (Hertzian Fit: E* = 110 GPa, R = 900 nm). Indentation at the edge of a grain in Film A (b, d–f) leads to sideward
slipping of the indenter tip (a) and a lower hardness. In Film B (c, g–i) the local topographical situation, indicated with respect to the shape of a perfect Berkovich indenter geometry,
led to a very steep loading curve (g) and therefore a higher hardness value.

errors are shown. Both can be attributed to a contact problem leading
to an incorrect hardness value. In the case of the harder Film A, an
experimental situation is shown in Fig. 4b, d–f where the indentation

at an edge of a HAGB led to a hardness value of 1.13 GPa, which distinctively differs from the mean value and its experimental variation
(1.58 ± 0.16 GPa).

Fig. 5. Local indentation experiments in a coherent regions. AFM images before and after indentation are shown in combination with the particular crystallographic situation for Film A (a–c)
and Film B (d–f). The corresponding load-displacement curves (g) show that within a grain the plastic deformation behaviour does not differ much and similar initial elastic loading
following Hertzian theory is observed (Hertzian Fit: E* = 110 GPa, R = 900 nm).
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By taking a closer look at the load-displacement curve (Fig. 4a), it
can be seen that during the loading segment ﬂatter elastic loading compared to Film B was recorded, followed by a pop-in and a very ﬂat increase of the load up to about 70 nm (initial loading in Figs. 4–7 is
indicated by using Eq. (1), where E* = 110 GPa and R = 900 nm, see
below). When looking at the two proﬁle sections before and after indentation (Fig. 4d) taken through the cross-section of the indenter tip from
the two AFM images (arrows in Fig. 4e, f), one can see that the indenter
tip has contact with the corner of a grain. The residual cross-section suggests that during the initial loading (up to ~70 nm) the tip did not have
full contact with the surface. The tip appears to be sliding along the surface. With further loading, the tip follows a typical elasto-plastic loading
curve (parallel to second curve). The sliding phenomenon becomes
even more plausible when looking at Fig. 4g where the proﬁle section
before indentation follows approximately the shape of an ideal
Berkovich indenter (drawn to scale), which is not the case for the indent
in Film A (Fig. 4d).
The second experimental error illustrates the inﬂuence of the local
topography, shown for an indent on the surface of Film B (Fig. 4c, g–i).
It can be seen that the indenter tip was placed in an area where
the local asperities match the indenter geometry to a certain extent
(laterally, as well as the contact angle). The proﬁle of an ideal Berkovich
tip (hc: 150 nm) indicates that during loading the contact area is significantly increased, resulting in a greater stiffness response and a steeper
load-displacement curve (Fig. 4a). This led to an apparent hardness of
1.65 GPa, signiﬁcantly higher than the mean value (1.26 ± 0.23 GPa),
showing that local topography can lead to a severe overestimation in
hardness.
After elimination of such contact problems, three representative situations with respect to grain boundaries are presented in Figs. 5–7 and
the experimental analysis is supported by AFM imaging. Fig. 5 illustrates
the case of the deformation behaviour in the grain interior (no boundary
involved) of the two ﬁlms. AFM images before and after indentation are
shown in combination with the particular crystallographic situation for
Film A (Fig. 5a–c) and Film B (5d–f). The EBSD and AFM images indicate
that in both ﬁlms no grain boundaries are present during the indentation experiments. The fact that the out of plane crystal orientation is
not the same (Film A ~ {111}, Film B ~ {110}) can be neglected for the
plastic deformation behaviour in copper since the plastic strain ﬁeld
under the indenter tip leads to activation of multiple slip systems and
an averaged hardness of these slip systems [38]. The AFM images
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show the identical surface areas which allow the evaluation of the indentation sites. The speciﬁc areas (marked as rectangles) prior to nanoindentation were investigated using proﬁle sections for Film A (Fig. 5a)
and Film B (Fig. 5d). Indentation experiments would have been
discarded if potential errors, such as topography-induced indentation
artefacts (addressed in the discussion) occurred. In the presented results the pre-indent surfaces do not show any tilted surfaces or cavities
which could inﬂuence the indentation experiments. This can be also
seen in the load-displacement curves (Fig. 5g) of the two indents.
Both indents show an initially elastic loading behaviour, followed by
spontaneous pop-ins at similar load/pop-in length and further similar
deformation behaviour. This led to a hardness of 1.17 GPa for Film A
and 1.12 GPa for Film B, indicating that within the grain interior no
differences in the mechanical response is detected.
The local deformation behaviour for Film A and B begins to distinctively deviate when it comes to interactions with grain boundaries.
Fig. 6 shows indentation experiments which were performed directly
at a ∑ 3 twin boundary. As one can see, Film A (Fig. 6a–c) shows a
different deformation behaviour to Film B (Fig. 6d–f). The two ﬁlms
deviate in their load-displacement curves (Fig. 6g) after reaching the
yield stress (pop-in). Therefore, a hardness value of 1.41 GPa for Film
A and 1.02 GPa for Film B was obtained, suggesting that in Film A
notable resistance to plastic deformation near the twin boundary is
observed, which is not the case for Film B.
An even greater difference was observed when it comes to the interaction with HAGB. Fig. 7 illustrates the situation where indents in both
ﬁlms were performed at the grooved HAGB. For Film A (Fig. 7a–c) the
pop-in occurs at a load of ~ 344 μN with a corresponding length of
17 nm (see Fig. 7g). In comparison, Film B shows an overlapping elastic
loading up to 144 μN and pop-in length of 22 nm. This qualitatively indicates that Film A withstands higher elastic shear stresses when it
comes to grain boundaries and also shows a higher ﬂow stress than
Film B. Therefore, the two load-displacement curves resulted in a
hardness of 1.57 GPa for Film A and 1.02 GPa for Film B.
4. Discussion
With respect to the results shown in the previous section, two main
topics will be discussed in more detail. First, the possible experimental
errors (roughness, indenter shape) which become important when
local indentation experiments are performed. Secondly, the material

Fig. 6. Local indentation experiments at twin boundary interfaces. AFM images before and after indentation are displayed in combination with the particular crystallographic situation for
Film A (a–c) and Film B (d–f). The corresponding load-displacement curves (g) show a distinct difference in the plastic deformation behaviour between the two ﬁlm systems, but similar
initial Hertzian elastic loading (Hertzian Fit: E* = 110 GPa, R = 900 nm).
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Fig. 7. Local indentation experiment at a HAGB interface. AFM images before and after indentation are illustrated in combination with the particular crystallographic situation for Film A
(a–c) and Film B (d–f). The corresponding load-displacement curves (g) show that indentation for Film A resulted in a high pop-in load and lower contact depth compared to Film B, along
with similar initial Hertzian elastic loading (Hertzian Fit: E* = 110 GPa, R = 900 nm).

inherent differences in the local deformation behaviour of the two ﬁlm
systems with respect to boundaries and the concentration of residual
inorganic elements.
4.1. Dependence of material properties on topography-induced errors
In order to substantiate the overall result that Film A has a higher
hardness due to distinctively different deformation behaviour at grain
boundaries, possible experimental errors will be discussed. When
looking at Fig. 2 the experimental scatter of the load-displacement
curves becomes evident. On a global as well as local scale, the hardness
is higher for Film A than for Film B, with a higher deviation from the
mean. Indentation on a global scale (12 mN load) can be seen as hardness test involving a representative volume of each sample including
twins, HAGB and grain interiors, while the localized indents (1 mN)
lead to area-speciﬁc indents that are inﬂuenced by the local surface topography. Such topographical contact errors were illustrated in Fig. 4,
where AFM imaging revealed that local contact difﬁculties can lead to
a signiﬁcant error in the obtained load-displacement curve, thus, giving
incorrect hardness values. To quantify the local inﬂuence of the topography, the elastic properties were evaluated from the examples in Fig. 4.
The elastic loading in both ﬁlms (Fig. 4a) prior to pop-ins should be
well-described by Hertzian contact theory [39]. In the examples presented in Figs. 5–7, elastic loading segments were almost perfectly overlapping, indicating a similar elastic response and reliable indentation
data. This is not the case for the presented load-displacement curves
in Fig. 4 and a comparison of the reduced elastic moduli, E*, from the
loading and unloading curves support the experimental contact error.
Therefore, elastic loading and unloading segments of the curves in Fig.
4a are compared to the load-displacement curves of Fig. 5g, which will
be used as a reference since the indents were in a grain interior. The reduced elastic modulus, E*, was determined from the initial elastic loading segment with Hertzian theory (Eq. (1)) and from the unloading
curves using the Oliver-Pharr method [10,33]. In order to evaluate E*,
Hertzian contact mechanics is used for the ﬁrst tens of nanometres
where the required load P is related to:
P¼

4 
E
3

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3
Rh

ð1Þ

with R as the radius of the indenter tip (900 nm) and h the depth of
penetration [40].

In Table 1, the E* determined from the initial loading and unloading
curves for Figs. 4a and 5g are compared for both ﬁlms. By comparing
these values the determined elastic moduli from the EBSD scans of the
two ﬁlms mentioned in the Results section (Film A: 110 GPa, Film B:
112 GPa) and neglecting the slight changes due to the elastic inﬂuence
of the indenter and the substrate material at such indentation depths
[30], one can conclude the following: For the indents with the experimental errors presented in Fig. 4, the E* calculated with Hertzian theory
and the Oliver-Pharr method do not correspond to one another as they
should for either ﬁlm system. The difference in elastic modulus implies
different elastic material behaviour during loading and unreliable indentation data. Considering that both ﬁlms represent a texture-less
polycrystalline copper material this directly indicates an error in the indenter contact, which translates to a miscalculation of the contact area,
Ac, necessary for accurate elastic modulus and hardness measurements
using the Oliver-Pharr method. In case of the topography-evaluated indents from Fig. 5, the determined reduced elastic moduli (both loading
and unloading segments) are close to the elastic modulus determined
with the EBSD data (Film A: 110 GPa, Film B: 112 GPa), indicating that
indents were not affected by experimental contact errors.
To further substantiate such local contact problems, Fig. 8a
illustrates the inﬂuence of the topography with respect to the indenter
geometry. In Fig. 8a, a 30 μm line proﬁle for each ﬁlm is presented.
The direct comparison indicates that Film B has a rougher surface
topography than Film A. In Fig. 8b a “rough” appearing surface section
(highlighted by boxes) is shown in greater detail for both ﬁlms. For
Table 1
Comparison of the reduced elastic moduli of Film A and Film B determined by Hertzian
contact (initial loading) and the Oliver-Pharr method (unloading segment) using the
corresponding load-displacement curves from Figs. 4a and 5g. Signiﬁcant difference is
found for the two experimental errors in Fig. 4a, whereas the topography evaluated
indents from Fig. 5g exhibit very similar values.
Evaluated segment

E* [GPa]
Film A

E* [GPa]
Film B

Hertz
Fig. 4a
Oliver Pharr
Fig. 4a
Hertz
Fig. 5g
Oliver Pharr
Fig. 5g

80

155

102

139

116

128

117

108
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Fig. 8. Surface proﬁles of Film A and Film B qualitatively indicate the difference in
roughness (a). Two rough surface sections are presented in more detail with respect to
the topographical inﬂuence by displaying a drawn to scale Berkovich and cube corner
indenter (b).

both topography situations a drawn to scale ideal cross-section
(h c : 150 nm) of a Berkovich (blue lines) and cube corner (black
lines) indenter are illustrated. For the examples presented, the comparison indicates that the cube corner tip is less inﬂuenced by the local
topography since its dimensions relative to the Berkovich tip are significantly smaller. This observation emphasizes that the indenter geometry can play a crucial role for certain ﬁlm topographies. The surface
section of Film B indicates a similar situation as already presented in
Fig. 4, where the depression matches the shape of the Berkovich
indenter. The particular problem does not represent the usual contact
situation of a sphere [40] or a cone [41] and a half space. Therefore, an
increased geometric stiffness can be expected, which would further result in a steep elasto-plastic loading curve and in unreliable hardness
and E* values.
4.2. Inﬂuence of boundaries with respect to inorganic residual elements
The reason why Film A has an overall higher hardness than Film B
most likely originates from the different plastic deformation behaviour
at HAGB and twin boundaries. In a previous study, chemical investigations revealed that as a result of the designed deposition processes,
residual concentrations of S and Cl in the ppm range are present in
Film A, which is in contrast to the almost impurity-free Cu in Film B
[31]. Local chemical analysis, using laterally resolved secondary ion
mass spectroscopy showed that after the annealing step, both Cl and S
species accumulated at grain boundaries. This is in agreement with
the current literature where such elements reveal a very low equilibrium solubility in copper-based materials [42]. The authors suggested
that the segregation of such non-metallic atoms to grain boundaries
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leads to embrittlement and a deterioration of the mechanical properties
[31].
Figs. 5–7 illustrate the difference in the plastic deformation behaviour with respect to the inﬂuences of grain boundaries of the two
ﬁlms. Within the grain interior (Fig. 5), both ﬁlms show a very similar
deformation behaviour. This emphasizes that Film A has the same mechanical properties as Film B within coherent regions. This is also in
agreement with the lateral secondary ion mass spectroscopy proﬁles,
where most of the inorganic atom species were found at grain boundaries and do not inﬂuence the grain interior. Of note is that Film
A shows a distinct grooving at twin boundaries (Fig. 1b), while grooving
was not observed for Film B. The grooving is a very peculiar
phenomenon, since twin boundaries are simply stacking faults composed of either Shockley or Frank partial dislocations [43]. From a thermodynamic point of view, such unusual grooving can be directly related
to segregation of inorganic impurity atoms to the boundary. The morphology (depth, contact angle, etc.) of the grooves provide qualitative
information on how much the free energy, G, is lowered by the minimization of the grain boundary energy, γg along with the rise of the surface
energy, γs [44]. A strong decrease of interfacial energy is often related to
the presence of impurities, because such interstitial atoms can bond to
the matrix element and lower the energy at the free surface [45,46].
For Film B the residual concentrations of Cl and S are signiﬁcantly
lower and grooving is not observed. Therefore, Fig. 6 indicates that
Film A has about a 40% higher hardness than Film B due to the incorporation of inorganic atomic species at twin boundaries. An even more signiﬁcant difference can be seen when a HAGB is involved (Fig. 7). Besides
the ~55% higher hardness of Film A compared to Film B, the corresponding load-displacement curves (Fig. 7g) indicate that for Film A a signiﬁcantly higher load is needed (~335 μN) to initiate plastic deformation
than for Film B (~135 μN).
These results clearly illustrate that there is a fundamental difference in
the deformation behaviour when it comes to decorated twin boundaries
and HAGB. In Film A the segregated inorganic elements (Cl and S) form
bonds with the copper atoms at the boundaries. Both Cl and S have a
high tendency to form strong ionic bonds with copper in various modiﬁcations [47]. For S the high diffusion coefﬁcient in Cu, the high formation
energy of Cu2S (−0.14 eV/atom) and the partly covalent nature of bonding suggest the presence of very strong grain boundaries in Film A [42].
Fig. 9 schematically demonstrates the observed ﬁndings and provides a better visualisation of difference in the local mechanical properties in Film A and B. Under the complex strain ﬁeld of an indenter tip
many dislocations are generated due to the particular resolved shear
stresses on the slip planes. In the grain interior (1) where no inorganic
species are present, no obstacles result in a higher shear stress for
dislocation generation and therefore, a similar (lower) hardness was
observed for Film A and B. With respect to the local mechanical properties at HAGB in a pure copper material (2) the generated dislocations are
absorbed at the grain boundary, but new dislocations can be easily nucleated in the neighbouring grain. Such behaviour was observed for
Film B, where the mechanical properties with respect to boundaries
did not deviate much compared to the hardness value obtained from
the grain interior. In the case of Film A, a distinct difference of the plastic
deformation behaviour was observed when a twin boundary (3) or a
HAGB (4) was involved. In both cases the presence of a strong Cu-S/
Cu-Cl ionic interface led to a higher resistance with respect to plastic
deformation. This can be attributed to the shielding effect of such
formed obstacles at the boundaries. The generated dislocations are
partly blocked and a comparably higher shear stress (equivalent to a
higher indenter load) is needed to further promote dislocation motion
and plasticity across boundaries.
5. Conclusions and summary
It has been demonstrated that the local mechanical behaviour at
grain boundaries is strongly affected by the presence of residual
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Fig. 9. The inﬂuence of the presence of a strong interface involving ionic bonding of copper with Cl and S species is illustrated. Dislocation motion is not hindered when indenting in the
grain interior (1) and boundaries without the presence of inorganic species (2). In comparison, dislocation shielding is possible when it comes to a twin boundary (3) and HAGB (4) with
segregated Cl and S atoms. Note: atoms not drawn to scale.

inorganic atomic species (Cl and S) on the global and local scales. At the
local scale, surface topography was taken into account in order to report
reliable hardness and elastic modulus values concerning the inﬂuence
of boundaries. Nanoindentation experiments revealed that within the
grain interior Films A and B showed a very similar plastic deformation
behaviour, leading to about the same hardness value. A distinct difference was observed for indentation experiments performed at microstructural twin boundaries and HAGB. Film A, containing residual Cl
and S in the ppm range showed a signiﬁcantly higher hardness at twin
boundaries and HAGB. Film B, an almost pure Cu ﬁlm, showed no changes in hardness with respect to twin boundaries and HAGB. The difference can be attributed to the higher local impurity concentration at
grain boundaries in Film A. Such interstitial atoms easily diffuse to the
free surfaces and grain boundaries, forming strong bonds with the copper atoms. Interestingly, such high hardness was also observed at twin
boundaries where the presence of impurities was indicated by the presence of distinct grooves. The almost pure Cu Film B exhibited no distinct
differences between the grain interior and boundaries. Large errors in
the obtained hardness can occur when the local topography matches
the dimension (tip angle, contact depth) of the indenter tip or when microstructural features lead to imperfect indenter contact situations.
These ﬁndings suggest that the RMS roughness value itself can be only
treated as a global surface parameter where no general criteria can be
established with respect to the validity of a performed nanoindentation.
Instead, the presented experimental results show that the determination of accurate mechanical properties is strongly dependent on the
local contact situation, which depends on the geometric relationship between the indenter shape (indenter geometry, ﬁnal contact depth), the
surface topography (curvature, grooves) and the local microstructure
(grain boundaries). These inﬂuences can be well taken into account
using the correlative procedure developed in this work.
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